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In this paper a model of the allocation of time within the
household is estimated, using data that allows to distinguish between a
large number of time uses. The model is explicitly derived within a uti-
lity maximization framework, allows for random preference variation, and
can be estimated using a relatively simple two step estimation proce-
dure. The empirical results show strong responses of time use to varia-
tions in economic and demographic variables. The responses tend to can-
cel each other out, in such a way that most of it becomes invisible if
one only observes aggregate time use categories.1
1. Introduction
The classical paper by Becker (1965) has greatly enhanced econo-
mists' interest in the analysis of the allocation of tíme. In Becker's
household production theory the household is assumed to behave as if it
maximizes a utility function defined over commodities, where these com-
modities are produced by the household using market goods and time as
inputs. By maximizing the utility function subject to the technology,
the time and the income constraints, the demand for market goods, the
allocation of non-market time and the household labor supply are deter-
mined simultaneously.
However valuable the household production framework may be from
a theoretical viewpoint, its empirical applicability is rather limited.
The main reason for this fact is that without having data on the commo-
ditíes produced by the household, which is usually the casel), it is
generally impossible to disentangle the effects of tastes and technology
on observed behavior (cf. Pollak and Wachter, 1975). Therefore, models
of goods and leisure demand (or equivalently labor supply) usually start
from a utility function with goods and leisure as arguments.
During the last few years a number of empirical studies have
been published on labor supply and the joint determination of labor sup-
ply and demands for goods. However, there are only a few empirical stu-
dies which focus on the allocation of time among different activities
and even fewer that do so within a neoclassical household utility maxi-
mization framework. Where the lack of data might have been an explana-
tion for this fact ten years ago, there are now a number of micro-econo-
mic data sets available containing detailed information on how people
use their time as well as information on income, wages etc. One of these
data sets, the Michigan Survey "Time use in economíc and social ac-
counts", conducted in 1975-6, will be used in this paper.
To the extent that time not spent on market work has been disag-
gregated within a neoclassical frame work, only two categories are
usually distinguished, time spent on housework and "pure" leisure. Exam-
1) An exception is the paper by Rosenzweig and Schul[z (1983) who use
birth weight as an indicator of the output of the household health pro-
duction function.z
ples are the papers by Gronau (1977, 1980) and Graham and Green (1984).
In these studies the household production process has only one output,
viz. an aggregate of goods. This aggregate can also be bought on the
market. Having thus made the output of the household production process
observable, tastes and technology can be separated. As a matter of fact,
tastes hardly play a role in these papers, because the perfect substi-
tutability of the household production output with a market good genera-
tes an efficiency condition that relates the number of hours spent on
housework by each spouse to their market wages, at least if they work
non-zero hours in a paid job. Gronau assumes the absence of joint pro-
duction, whereas Graham and Green allow for joint production, meaning
that the spouses are allowed to enjoy housework and hence to count part
of the tíme spent on it as leisure. In none of the papers, an attempt is
made to correct for the selection bias that may result from exclusion of
households with non-working spouses.
Wales and Woodland (1977) distinguish the same time use catego-
ries, and consider a sequence of models that differ from the framework
developed by Gronau, but again output of household production is obser-
vable, namely total consumption. No correction for selection bias takes
place when estimating their models.
The assumptions that the output of the household production pro-
cess can be reasonably approximated by total consumption (Wales and
Woodland) or that the output could also be bought on the market (Gronau,
Graham and Green) facilitate the empirical analysis substantially.
Still they are hard to accept at face value. "Home made" is by
definition not available on the market, even though advertisers would
like us to believe differently.
In this paper we model the demand for goods and the allocation
of time by assuming that households maximize a utility function with
goods and time spent on various activities as arguments. As is obvious
from the analysis of Pollak and Wachter (1975), the utílity function
thua defined is a reduced form that represents the influence of both
preferences and technology. As a result, we may have even less intuition
than usual about the form of the utility function. Hence a flexible spe-
cificatíon, the translog, has been adapted. Since, in principle, our
framework is less restrictive than the models of Gronau and Graham and
Green, we should be able to see whether these models are compatible with3
our results. We pay attention to this when discussing the empirícal out-
comes of our model.
In section 2 we present the model. In section 3 the estimation
method is discussed which consists of a rather simple two step procedure
that corrects for selection bias and allows for the incorporation of
demographic variables in an elaborate way. The simplicity of the estima-
tion procedure makes it possible to distinguish a large number of acti-
vities. Sections 4 and 5 present the data and the results. Although time
use is disaggregated, consumption of goods is not, due to lack of data.
Given that we use cross-section data in which all households can be as-
swned to face [he same prices of consumption goods, it follows from
Hick's composite commodity theorem that the aggregation of consumption
does not cause any less of information regarding the determinants of
time use. Section 6 concludes.4
2. The model
We only consider households with both a male and a female part-





(1-1,...,K) ís the time spent on the i-th activity by the male partner,
Rfi(1-1,...,K) is the time spent on the i-th activity by the female
partner, and y is total household consumptionl).
Maximization of the household utility function takes place sub-
ject to:
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where p is the price of consumption and wm and wf are the male and fe-
male wage rate, respectively, T is the totale number of hours available
per period of time and u is non-labor family income2) (e.g. property
income or welfare benefits).
Inequality (2.1) can be written as:
K K
PY f wm E Rmi ~- wf E Rfi c Y- wmT t wfT f u (2.7)
i-1 i~l
1) The data do not allow for a desaggregation of totale household con-
sumption. Of course, it would be preferable to have data that allow for
a desaggregation of both time use and consumption.
2) The wage rates and non-labor income are all measured after taxes.5
where Y denotes full income. Notice that (2.7) is a conventional budget
constraint where all male activities have price wm and all female ac-
tivities have price wf.
As a specífícation of our model we choose the indirect translog utility
function; see Christensen, lorgenson and Lau (1975):
2Kt1 2Kf1 2Kf1
,y(v;9,e) z E(aifei)Rn vi t~ E E Sij Rn vi Rn vj (2.8)
i-1 1-1 1-1
where
vi - wmlY i - 1,...,K
vi - wflY i - K-~1,...,2K
vi - pIY i - 2K~-1
(2.9)
and e is a(2Kf1)-dimensional vector of N(O,E) distributed random varia-
bles.
2Kt1 2Kt1
For normalization, we set E ai --1 and E Ei a 0. The random va-
1-1 1-1
riable ei is i ntroduced [o represent individual variation in preferen-
ces. The share equations derived from ( 2.8) using Roy's ídentity,
viqi - vi(a,yla~i)I{E v~(a,yla~~)}, are
~
2Kt1
viqi -(aitEit E Sij Rn v~)ID í- 1,...,2Kt1 (2.10)
j-1
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i-1 jsl
(2.11)
Although the ei have been introduced to represent random prefer-
ence variation, it is clear from (2.10) that these can also comprise
other sources of random variation in viqi, like measurement errors, op-
timization errors by the household, etc.
Equations (2.10) only apply to households for which the con-
straints (2.2) -(2.6) are non-binding. Although the theory of rationing
developed by Neary and Roberts (1980) provides an appropriate framework
for the analysis of corner solutions, only restrictive functional speci-
fications allow for a closed form for the utility maximízing demands in
such cases. Therefore, in the estímation of the model we will only use
observations on households where both male and female partner have a
paid job, i.e. households for which (2.2) and (2.3) are non-binding. We
will ignore the constraints (2.4) -(2.6) which are binding for only a
limited number of observations.7
3. Estimation method
In view of the large number of parameters that have to be esti-
mated maximum likelihood estimation of the complete model must be con-
sidered to be infeasible. Therefore, the model will be estimated using a
two step estimation procedure which yields consistent estimates and is
considerably easier computationally than the maximum likelihood esti-
mator. In the first step we aggregate the Rmi and Rfi to total male lei-
sure Rm and female leisure Rf respectively and estimate the resulting
model by maximum likelihood. The ML-estimates are used to correct for
selection bias in the second step in which the complete disaggregate
model is estimated. As always the budget constraint (in this case the
full income constraint (2.1)) allows us to drop one equation. We have
chosen to omit the demand for total consump[ion equation.
K K 2K K
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and we rewrite (2.10):
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and sm and sf are the shares of male and female leisure in full house-
hold income.
The likelihood function of the aggregated model (3.2) -(3.3) for a sam-
ple of two earner families only is given by:l)
N Th
L- n~fl(smh' sfh)I J f2(sfh)dsfh}
h-1 -m
(3.5)
where fl is the joint density of smh and sfh (h denotes the observa-
tion), f2 is the marginal density of sfh. N is the number of obser-
1) We only take into account the most stringent selection rule of ex-
cluding non-participating females.9
vations, and Th is defined by Th ~ wfhT~Yh. This first estimation step
yields consistent of am, af, B~. Smf' ~my' ~fm' Sff' sfy' Sym' Syf
and Syy. After substituting the estimates of the S's into (3.16) we ob-
tain consistent estimates of Dh, for all observations.
In the second step the estimates of Dh are inserted into (3.1a),
so that we are left with 2K linear equations, which can be estimated
equation by equation using weighted least squares (WLS).
In this second estimation step, the selection bias that arises
from using two earner famílies exclusively is accounted for by adding
the estimated ínverse of Mill's ratio a a regressor to the linear equa-
tions (cf.,e.g., Heckman, 1979). The estimated inverse of Mill's ratio
in this case is given by
„ „ Th
~h - ~(ZhIaE ) ~ I f2(sfh)dsfh
f -m
where ~ is the standard
error of ef and
Zh
(3.6)
normal densíty, aE is the estímated standard
f
' ThDh - {af
} Sfm Rn(wmh~Yh) } Sff kn(wfhlYh) f Bfy Rn(pIY )} (3.7)
h
Notice that a can be calculated directly using the results from the
first estimation step. Although the selection rule differs from the
standard case, as ít depends on the behavior of a sum of endogenous va-
riables, this complication disappears in practice. Due to the equality
of prices within groups of commodíties, perfect aggregation is possible
within the commodity groups, so that the behavior of the sum of endoge-
nous variables can be discribed solely in terms of the aggregate model.
In order to allow for the effects of household characteristics
on the allocation of [ime, the parameters ai will assumed to be linear
functions of these demographic characteristics. By using this specifica-
tion the possibility to apply WLS in the second step is retained. In the
first step symmetry and adding-up will be imposed (homogeneity is satis-
fied automatically). It is not possible however to impose symmetry and
adding-up in the second step, without greatly complicating the computa-
tions.lo
4. The data
The model has been estimated using data from the Michigan survey
"Time use in economic and social accounts", 1975-6. The sample has been
drawn randomly from the population of all U.S. households; it contains
975 households. In addition to detailed diary information on time use of
the respondents, the sample contains information on the employment sta-
tus of the respondent and spouse, earnings and other income and demo-
graphic variables.
From the sample we took the subsample of households containing
at least two adults of different sex, where both the male and female
partner are employed wage earners. Thus, we excluded the self-employed,
the households with only one adult, the households where the male or
female partner is unemployed, retired, going to school, disabled, etc.
After excluding the observatíons with incomplete data, we have a sample
of 114 households.




III Obtaining goods and services
IV Personal needs and care (including sleeping)
V Organizational activities, hobbies and active sports
VI Entertainment, Social activities
VII Radio, TV, reading books etc.
(For an extensive descríption the reader is referred to Juster et al.
(1978)). In tables 4.1 and 4.2 a number of sample statistics are presen-
ted.11
Table 4.1 Average time use (hours per week)
Husband Wife
Household act. 7.9 18.8
Child care 1.5 4.4
Obtaining goods~serv. 3.8 5.8
Personal needs~care 73.2 74.8
Org. act.~hobbies~sports 7.7 7.3
Entertaínment 6.1 8.1
Radío~TV~reading 18.8 17.6
Market work 49.0 31.2
Table 4.2. Average values exogenous variables
Husband's net wage a) (wm) 5.3
Wife's net wage a) (wf) 4.4
Husband's age (AGEm) 36.5
Wife's age (AGEf) 34.1
Husband's education index (EDUCm) 3.6
Wife's education index (EDUCf) 3.4
Number of children 0-5 (C1) 0.3
Number of children 6-12 (C2) 0.3
Number of children 12-18 (C3) 0.5
Number of children ~ 18 (C4) 0.6
Whíte (0) - non-whíte (1) (NON-WHITE) 0.05
Unearned income b) (u) 14.2
a) ~ per hour
b) S per week12
5. Estimation results
In this section the results of the two step estimation procedure
outlined i n section 3 will be presented and discussed.
The parameters ai are specified as follows:
aji ~ Y~i t Y~i AGEj t yji AGE~ f y~i EDUCm
f y~i EDUCf t y~i NON-WHITE t
-} y~iCl t y~iC2 t y~iC3 t y~iC4, j z m,f; i ~ 1,...,K. (5.1)
with ami - ai and afi
- a1fK ( 1-1,...,K).
From ( 3.4) and ( 5.1) it follows that am and af have the same form as
K K
(5.1) with ymi and yfi replaced by Ym -~ ymi
and yf - E Yfi (k ~
0,...,9), respectively. i-1 i-1
First, we compare the second step estimation results with the correspon-
ding first step results. With respect to am and af we observe that in
both steps none of these parameters differ sígnificantly from zero. With
respect to the g's we observe that for all of them the estimates from
both steps have the same sígn and do not show large differences (see
table 5.1)1)
Table 5.12)
s,~m smf smy ~fm Sff ~fy
First step -0.03 0.16 0.01 0.16 -0.02 -0.01
(-0.4) (0.8) (0.4) (0.8) (-0.2) (-0.2)
Second step -0.05 0.11 0.00 0.12 -0.12 -0.03
(-1.5) (1.0) (0.1) (2.7) (-1.0) (-0.4)
Finally, we observe that Smf is very close to Bfm in the second step.
1) Since the estímation of the aggregate model is not our primary aim,
we do not present the results of the first estimation step in full de-
tail.
2) The t-values from the second step are conditional on the values of Dh
and h.14




1~D ~ Rn (Wm~Y) -0.017
(-1.0)
1~D ~ Rn(wf~Y) -0.025
I~D ~ 2n(1~Y) 3) 0.001
1~D ~ AGE -0.002
(-2.0)
1~D ~ AGE2~0.01 0.002
m (1.9)
1~D ~ EDUC U.003
m (1.9)
1~D ~ EDUCf -0.004
(-1.7)
1~D ~ NON-WHITE -0.000
Obtaining Personal Org.Act.~ Entertain- Radio~ Total
goods~ needs~ hobbies~ ment~Soc. TV~ leisure
serv, care sports act, reading
-0.290 0.163 0.514 0.513
(-2.1) (1.1) (1.6)
-0.016 0.007 -0.012 0.034
(-2.2) (1.9)
-0.051 0.010 0.123 0.054
(-2.5) (1.7) (1.1)
0.013 0.012 0.000 0.005
(1.5) (1.0)










-U.000 -O.U01 O.U01 0.000 0.002
-U.U01 -0.001 -0.001 O.OU2 O.U02
(1.2) (1.2)
0.001 0.001 -0.001 -0.003 -0.003
(-1.1) (-1.2)








1~D ~ C1 O.U04 -0.001 -U.U02
(1.4) (-1.2)
1~D ~ C2 O.OU2 0.000 -0.000
1~D ~ C3 0.002 0.001 -0.001
(1.1)
1~D ~ C4 0.001 0.001 -0.000
a
-U.OU4 O.U01 U.UU1 U.U03 U.UU1
-0.002 0.002 0.001 -0.001 0.002
0.000 -0.002 -0.000 0.003 O.OU2
(-1.1) (1.2)
-0.007 0.000 0.004 -0.001
(-2.6) (1.8)
0.053 0.052 -0.013 -0.024 -0.041 0.007 0.041 0.074
(1.1) (2.4)
R2 0.68 0.43 0.56 0.99 0.60 0.51 0.85 0.99
1) t-values in parentheses if greater than 1.U in absolute value.
2) Since Dh is negative for all observations, a positive (negative) sign implies a negative
(posítíve) effect of the demographic variable on the time spent in activity i.
3) We set p- 1, without loss of generality.16
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Obtaining Personal Org.Act.l Entertain- Radiol Total
goodsl needsl hobbiesl mentlSoc. TVI leisure
serv. care sports act. reading
-0.104 U.381 0.640 -0.216
(1.7) (1.5)
-0.010 0.020 0.107 0.007
(-1.0) (1.7) (4.6)
-.025 0.031 0.101 -0.041
(1.5)
0.015 0.018 -0.058 -0.008
(1.0) (1.0) (-1.7)
0.000 0.001 0.001 -0.002
-0.000 -0.001 -0.001 0.002
-0.000 0.001 -0.001 0.001
(1.0)
0.000 0.002 -0.004 -0.006
(1.3) (-1.1) (-1.7)
































-0.006 0.008 0.005 -0.003 -0.003 0.007 0.001
(1.6) (1.1)
-0.009 -0.004 0.001 -0.000
(-4.9)
-0.002 -0.004 0.003 0.003
(-1.6) (1.1) (1.4)







-0.000 -0.001 -0.001 0.001 0.000 -0.002 -0.003
0.003 -0.061 -0.130 0.063 0.061 0.070 0.082
(-1.8) (-1.9) (1.1) (1.2) (1.2)
0.70 0.65 0.99 0.60 0.65 0.84 0.99Although we cannot draw any firm statistical conclusion from this com-
parison, the second step parameter estimates do not seem to differ dra-
matically from the corresponding first step estimates.
Whereas the results of the estimation of the aggregate model
reveal few significant coefficients, table 5.2 shows that a disaggrega-
tion of leisure time reveals some pronounced effects of both economic
and demographic variables on the household allocation of time. As could
be expected, there is a strong positive effect of the presence of young
children on child care by the wife. This effect decreases with increas-
ing age of the children. In addition we observe that having young child-
ren has a negative impact on apending time on entertainment and social
actívities by the wife. The allocation of time by the husband is hardly
affected by the presence of children. In general, age has a minor impact
on time use. Qnly for the time spent by the husband at household acti-
vities (which includes gardening, repairs etc.) we found a significant
parabolic effect with a maximum at 45 years. The husband's educa[ion has
a slight positive effect on the time spent at listening to [he radio,
watching TV and reading books etc. by both the male and the female part-
ner. Non-white males seem to spend more time at organizational acti-
vities, hobbies and active sports than white males.
Since the s's are not amenable to direct interpretation, we con-
centrate the díscussion of price and income effects on the elasticities
Ew~i - ó log R~i~a log wm, Ewfi - 8 log Rji~B log wf and
Eu~i 3 8 log R~1~8 log u, EY~i - 2 log R~1~8 log Y, i a 1,..., K;
j - m,f. (table 5.3)
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wf wf Y u
0.69 0.77 -0.92 -0.01
2.89 3.24 -4.14 -0.04
0.79 0.51 3.36 0.03
-0.05 -0.16 1.31 0.01
-0.50 -1.19 8.28 0.07
-2.63 -2.91 3.41 0.03
0.23 0.34 -1.31 -0.01
0.06 -0.01 0.86 0.01
ERfi ËRfi ERfi ÉRfi ERfi ERfi



















1) Evaluated at the sample means. Elasticities with a tilde on top are
compensated elasticities. The other ones are uncompensated.19
The elasticities, both compensated and uncompensated, are given
in Table 5.3. We present two income elasticities, one with respect to u
and one with respect to Y. The elasticities with respect to u are very
small, simply because u is small on average, viz. approximately S 14 per
week. Hence, a li percent change in u amounts to an unearned income
change of 14 cents. On the other hand, Y is equal to S 1644 per week on
average so that a li percent change implies a change in u with S 16.
Both male and female leisure are normal goods as could be expec-
ted, but the subdivision into categories yields a very diverse picture.
For the male, household activities, child care and radlo~TV~reading are
inferior goods. When income íncreases, the male substitutes away from
these activities and spends more time on the other categories. Presumab-
ly, the typical household production categories (household activitíes
and child care) are substituted by market goods, whereas radio~TV~read-
íng may be replaced by entertainment~social activities and hobbies.
It is of interest to contrast these outcomes with the simple
household production model presented by Gronau (1977, 1980). Assuming
the absence of joint production he derives predictions of the income
effects on pure leisure [ime and time spent on household work. For some-
one with a paid job the amount of household work done is exclusively a
function of the wage rate. An increase in unearned income does not
change the market wage, so that the amount of household work will be
unaffected and pure leisure will increase, if pure leísure is a normal
good. If we take categories IV, V, VI, VII as pure leisure categories,
than it is clear that for the male pure leisure increases with a rise
in u. However, this rise does not only come at the expense of market
work but also at the expense of the household production activities I
and II. This is at variance with Grounau's predíctíon. The obvious ex-
planation for this outcome is the existence of joint production. If the
male does not like household chores, an íncrease in income is used to
reduce the amount of time spent on it, for example by purchasing labor
saving appliances. Graham and Green (1984) extend Gronau's model by al-
lowing for a particular form of joint production, but their model would
still imply no effect of income on household work. So their model ap-
pears to be at variance with our results as well.zo
The income elasticities for female activities have generally the
same sign as those for the male, with two exceptions. If income goes up,
the female partner spends less time on organizational activities~hob-
bies~sports and on entertainment~social activities. It appears that most
of the time saved on these activities is then spent on obtaining goods
and services. The elasticity with respect to full income of categories
I, II and III combined is 1.14, which would again seem to contradict
both Gronau's and Graham and Green's prediction.
The compensated own wage elasticities of total male and female
leisure are negative as they should be. Total male and female leisure
are complements whereas they are both substitutes with respect to total
consumption.
Regarding an increase in the wage rate, Gronau's model predicts
a negative effect on the amount of work done at home. The reason for
thia is simply that at a higher wage rate it is more efficient for an
individual to purchase commodities in the market than to produce them
himself. Gronau's prediction pertains to individuals rather than to
households. A complicating factor in the present context is that if, for
example, wf rises, it not only affects the relative cost of home produc-
tion vis-à-vis purchase in the market, but also the cost of household
production by the wife relative to the cost of household production by
the male. Both factors work in the same direction, however. If wf in-
creases, the female will spend less time on household production. The
Rf
results with respect to Éw 1 do not offer much support for this model,
f R
m
but the results with respect to E 1 do: If the male wage rate goes up
w
m
(keeping utility constant) the male reduces the amount of time spent on
household production (and more so than in other leísure activities).
If the female wage rate goes up, however, the female increases
the amount of time spent on household activities and child care. To un-
derstand this result, notice that a rise in wf affects the price of all
female leisure activities and that consumption becomes relatively cheap-
er. Thus we see for example, that the amount of time spent on entertain-
ment~social activities and radio~TV~reading increases, probably because
the money outlays involved in these activities have relatively fallen.21
The same explanation may hold with respect to child care and household
activities. These may be goods-intensíve and hence become more attrac-
tive if the relative price of consumption falls. On the other hand per-
sonal needs~care (includíng sleeping) ia not goods-intensive and there-
fore the amount of time spent on it falls with an increase in the wage
rate.
Regarding the cross-wage elasticities we note that a rise in the
female wage rate increases the male's activities on household work, as
could be expected. The complementarity of female and male leisure is
mainly due to the pure leisure activities, where it is important to un-
dertake activities jointly (Hill and Juster (1980) report the same re-
sult on the basis of the same data, but with a different methodology).
For household activities female and male leisure act rather as substi-
tutes.22
6. Concluding remarks
The results of this paper show that there are no great difficul-
ties in modelling time use within a neoclassical framework and esti-
mating a dísaggregated model of time use. By employing a flexible speci-
fication of the utility function, we have been able, moreover, to ahed
some light on the empirical validity of certain more restrictive models,
!n particular Gronau's. A number of issues have not been addressed in
this paper, however, that should be the subject of future research. We
note a few of them.
We have only used two earner households and corrected for selec-
tion bias. Also using one earner households creates major complications
(c.f. Lee and Pitt (1983), Wales and Woodland (1983), Kooreman and Kap-
teyn (1984)), but for a complete understanding of time use behavior, the
corner solutions implied by non-working individuals have to be analyzed.
The categories of time use distinguished are an improvement over
earlier work with more aggregated data. The empirical results show
clearly that relatively little movement in an aggregate time use cate-
gory may m ask substantial shifts in its components. Evidently, further
disaggregation would add extra information. Ideally, one would like to
employ data that contain detailed information on time use, household
production, stock of durables and consumption. Moreover, these data
should be longitudinal in order to generate the price variation that is
necessary to identify the connection between time use and the purchase
of specific goods.23
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